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ODK Scan Background
Developed by VillageReach and University of Washington Department of Computer Science and
Engineering, ODK Scan is an Android application that combines a device's built-in camera with image
recognition technology to automatically digitize data from paper forms. Optimized for use on a mobile
device, the app quickly detects and processes hand-marked data, including bubbles, checkboxes, and
numbers, and translates the data into a digital format. As part of the Open Data Kit (ODK) suite of tools,
ODK Scan is purposefully integrated with additional apps that allow ODK Scan users to edit, verify,
aggregate, sync, and create customized reports of collected information. Functional application of ODK
Scan aims to significantly reduce the amount of time spent on manual data input and checking, making
more valuable time and resources available for frontline health service and delivery.
The ODK Scan project is funded by a grant from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation to further develop
and enhance the technology and support field testing. An overview of the ODK Scan app workflow,
including which processes can occur without Internet connectivity, appears in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Overview of ODK Scan app workflow

Tuberculosis DOTS Program Background
One of the top infectious disease killers worldwide, tuberculosis caused 1.5 million deaths in 2014 and
saw 9.5 million new cases diagnosed that same year.1 Over 95% of these deaths occurred in low- and
middle-income countries, with Pakistan ranking fifth in the world for total cases2. Mercy Corps is one of
Pakistan’s principal recipients of money from The Global Fund to increase tuberculosis case notification
and enhance treatment success rate through their Directly Observed Treatment, Short-course (DOTS)
program. DOTS is a tuberculosis-control strategy recommended by the World Health Organization (WHO)
in which patients undergo a standardized treatment regimen and are periodically tested for activity of the
disease. DOTS includes a standardized recording and reporting system to assess efficacy of the treatment.
Nine paper forms–six recording forms and three reporting forms–must be completed to fulfill donor and
program requirements. Among these, the TB03 form is integral to monitoring program success, providing
source data for program reporting, project performance assessment, and public-private stakeholder
review meetings.
1

World Health Organization. Tuberculosis fact sheet. Number 104. 2016. Available at
http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs104/en/
2
World Health Organization Regional Office for the Eastern Mediterranean. Pakistan: stop tuberculosis. 2016.
Available at http://www.emro.who.int/pak/programmes/stop-tuberculosis.html
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Mercy Corps works in 75 districts in Pakistan, overseeing DOTS program implementation and monitoring
the private healthcare system from the facility up. Mercy Corps directly runs programmatic operations
and data collection through the sub-recipient (SR) and primary-recipient (PR) levels. There are 25-30
general practitioners and lab technicians delivering health services in each district, and the data collected
from their DOTS patient records informs larger TB programmatic activity. Mercy Corps joins with seven
local organizations and representatives from the government to meet project objectives. A detailed flow
of the TB03 data can be found in the Study Design section.

Organizational Partnership
The technology development, personnel support, resource allocation, and field activities of this trial were
made possible through a partnership between the VillageReach and University of Washington ODK Scan
team and Mercy Corps Pakistan. The ODK Scan team was responsible for technical support, software
development, and device procurement for the trial, while Mercy Corps led field activities, provided direct
support to DFS users, and conducted M&E information gathering. Both groups worked together from the
outset of the project to develop the use case, design the trial, and identify field test objectives.

Field Test Objectives
In this three-month field test, the ODK Scan system was inserted into the data collection process in three
main ways: redesign of the tuberculosis register using the ODK Scan form designer, digitization of data
using the ODK Scan app, and creation of relevant patient follow-up reports using the ODK Tables app. The
redesign of the register made scanning of the form with the Scan app possible, while testing the data
digitization and review processes gave important insights to the accuracy rates of the app’s automatic
data processing. Furthermore, this field trial sought specific feedback from users on the usability of the
redesigned form, ease of use of the ODK app workflow on the device, utility of customized reporting for
enhanced patient follow up, and overall experience with the new process.
The specific objectives identified for this field trial were:
1. Assess accuracy of number and bubble recognition, focusing on changes in accuracy due to
improvements in the alignment algorithms.
2. Assess quantitative impact of ODK Scan data collection process, comparing baseline metrics with
results from field trial.
3. Capture broader scope of user experiences, identifying app user interface design and workflow
improvements for enhancing the paper-to-digital process.

Study Design
This field trial utilizes the TB DOTS program to test the performance and utility of the ODK Scan app and
workflow. Four District Field Supervisors (DFSs) from two districts in Pakistan, Chakwal, and Hafizabad
were trained on the use of ODK Scan-compatible forms and smartphone-based ODK apps. The DFSs used
the technology to automatically digitize data from paper forms and sync the data to the central office.
The manual TB03 process used previously and the new ODK Scan process are explored in detail below.

Redesign of the TB03 Register Form
In order to ensure both programmatic approval and technological capability of this field test, the ODK
Scan team needed to redesign the TB03 register form needed to be ODK Scan-compatible. The redesign
included an assessment of which fields needed to be automatically digitized, if there were any fields that
could be simplified, and how the form’s field layout could be paralleled, even with space constraints. The
biggest format change in the redesign was changing the register-style of the original form to a single
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patient entry per page. This allowed the entirety of a patient’s record to exist on one page, rather than
spanning two pages in a longitudinal format.
Almost all number fields were turned into digit box fields on the ODK Scan-compatible form, while some
free-response fields were converted to bubble fill-in fields containing acceptable answers. Many of these
fields on the original form also had one space for two separate pieces of data. On the redesigned form,
those were split out into separate fields for ease of filling and data extraction. One QR code field was also
added to the page to automatically identify the district where the form originated. Both the original and
redesigned forms can be found in the Appendices. Once approved for use, these redesigned register
forms were printed into spiral-bound register books and prepared for distribution to the DFS.

Data Collection Process
Existing TB03 Data Collection Process
The data collection process for this field test was designed to be analogous to the existing register data
collection process. In the existing process, DFSs collect TB03 register data throughout the month by
visiting facilities and recording information on patient DOTS on consolidated TB03 registers in paper form.
The consolidated TB03 registers are physically sent to the receiving office where they are entered
manually into the database. The records are reviewed by different data officers and made into reports
that are finalized at the top programmatic level. The pre-ODK Scan process is illustrated in the Figure 3 on
the next page.
This process flow shows how the TB03 data travels from the private general practitioner facility all the
way up to final data review approval at the quarterly joint stakeholder meeting. It goes through four main
levels: the facility/DFS level, the sub-recipient level, the prime recipient level, and finally the quarterly
review meeting. Although the entire data flow is illustrated here, the field trial focused primarily on the
DFS data collection, recording, and reporting process.
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Figure 2: Pre-ODK Scan TB03 data collection process
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In exploring the TB03 data collection process, the
team discovered that here, as in many health
systems worldwide, the prescribed process is not
necessarily the process in practice. This disconnect
became most evident with the filling of the TB03
forms at the general practitioner facility.
Officially, the clinic-based TB03 patient registers are
to be completed by the doctors as they administer
tests and conduct sputum analysis on patients. In
practice, these records are usually left blank. The
data solicited on the form is often present in other
documents or registers at the clinic, but the TB03
forms themselves are largely incomplete upon DFS
arrival at the facility. This means that for the DFS to
copy the facility’s TB03 register data into their own
records, they must first track down the data missing
from the form. Describing this situation, one DFS
notes:
Figure 3: DFS fills ODK Scan-compatible TB03 forms

“Every month the situation repeats. Most of the GPs (general practitioners) have incomplete
data by the end of the month and I have to complete theirs as well as my TB03 registers. It
adds up to the workload. Sometimes, we have to stay at GP’s clinic for 2-3 hours to complete
patients’ record on TB03.”
DFSs address the missing data by collecting the information from other TB forms at the clinic or calling
patients themselves to fill in missing information. Two more DFSs describe these back entry strategies for
completing the facility record:

“Mostly when we visit GP’s clinic, we find out that either data is completely missing or
incomplete. For example, only contact number, address. If contact number is available then
we give patient a call and complete patient’s record.”

“In such situation we review patient TB01 card and fill all the missing data on TB03. Once
data is properly filled on clinic based TB03 then we transfer data to consolidated TB03.”
This consistent need for the DFSs to fill both the clinic’s and their own TB03 registers complicated the
data collection process for this field trial. Instead of simply scanning the ODK Scan-compatible, doctorcompleted, TB03 register at the, the DFS needed to both complete the paperwork and then scan it using
the app. Nevertheless, the ODK Scan workflow did show promise to streamline the processes in two
ways: One, ODK Scan eliminates the need for the DFSs to prepare, photocopy, and package the TB03
consolidated registers for transport by courier; Two, the use of ODK Scan eliminates the need to manually
digitize data from TB03. As seen in Figure 2, although digitization of the data is essential to maintain and
verify programmatic progress, this step does not occur until two levels up and several steps into the data
flow process. Data digitization and record preparation by the DFSs are explored further in the Results
section.
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ODK Scan Workflow TB03 Process

Figure 4: ODK Scan TB03 data collection process
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For this field trial, the data collection process for the TB03 data underwent several modifications. Since
the majority of process changes happened at the DFS level, the upper levels are left out/grayed out in
Figure 4, During the trial itself, technology issues limited3 the scope of process change that could happen
at the higher data review levels, so this trial ultimately focused on how data collection, processing,
validating, and syncing from DFS changed within the ODK Scan system. The major changes to the existing
manual process are described by Figure 4 above.

1.

DFS copies data onto consolidated ODK Scan TB03
register - Rather than copying the TB03 data onto their old
register, the DFSs copied data into an ODK Scancompatible register. In the previous process, the register
would be photocopied and the copies sent to the SR office,
with the original consolidated register remaining with the
DFS as a physical record.

2. DFS uses ODK Scan workflow to scan form, validate, and
save data - After copying the data into the register, the DFS
uses the ODK Scan app to take a photo of the form,
automatically digitizing number and bubble data. Then the
DFS uses the validation step of the workflow (ODK Survey)
to view the processed data and make necessary edits to
the digital record on the device. The record is saved to the
phone database.

3. Is it time for monthly aggregation of forms? - Since the
TB03 data is intended to be synced via 3G wireless when
convenient for the DFSs, they do not need to wait until the
monthly collection to continue to the next step of sending
data. The data collection and synchronization can happen
whenever the DFS has 3G or wireless connectivity.

4. DFS makes copies of register books and packages them
for transit by courier – Since the data is being synced over
the network, these two steps are completely eliminated Figure 5: DFS copies data from facility TB03 onto ODK
from the ODK Scan workflow process and are replaced by Scan-compatible register
the next process.

5. DFS syncs saved TB03 data to aggregated server via 3G (or WiFi) network – The original plan for the field
trial was to have the DFSs sync the data over 3G at their convenience each month. However, due to
technological issues starting the second month of the trial, the DFSs switched to syncing over WiFi-only
networks for the remaining two months. While this revision limited the opportunities for syncing multiple
times in one month, it still provided the data to the next level faster than hardcopies sent via courier. This
change is explored further in the Results section.
The following steps (minus step #8) were not tested as part of the trial. However, they show how the data
process might change at the SR level with a full ODK Scan implementation.

6. Project assistant checks that all data is present (synced) and complete – In this step the program staff at
the first administrative (SR) level might export the data from the aggregate server and save it as an Excel
file for the M&E officers to subsequently review. During the trial, this export step was done by Mercy
3

See the section on Technical Challenges for more.
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Corps program officers to monitor trial activities and data completeness. Data from all four DFSs from
both districts was exported from the server and converted to an Excel sheet. This sheet was then
reviewed for data completeness and accuracy.

7. Regional coordinator reviews and checks data – In both workflows this step is the first check at the SR
office of the content of the data. In the original workflow, the regional coordinator did a basic review of
the hardcopy forms, but in this flow the data has already been digitized, so he can view it in the digital
spreadsheet.

8. Data Management Officer manually enters data into digital record spreadsheet – This is a process step
that could potentially be eliminated completely with a switch to the ODK Scan workflow. Instead of
manual data entry, ODK Scan’s automatic processing plus verification from the DFS at the point of
scanning takes the place of bulk manual digitization.

9. If data are unclear, checks image snippet to confirm data – This step could be done by any M&E person
at the SR level and would replace calling the DFS to confirm or clarify TB03 information. As ODK Scan
includes a mechanism for viewing the actual image snippet of the form field, the data reviewers look at
the exported data to see exactly what was written on the paper form.
Furthermore, the ODK Scan workflow allows verification of the data at the point of digitization, since the
DFSs are the ones both recording and digitizing the data. Maintaining thorough data verification early on
in the information flow is important to ensuring data coming through the pipeline actually reflects health
services delivered at local facilities. The combination of these two features could increase data quality
and eliminate the need for cross checking with DFS in the field.

Devices Used
Two different Android phone models were chosen for use in this field trial: the Huawei Y6 and the
Samsung Galaxy J7. They were selected based on their market availability in Pakistan, positive reviews,
screen size, Android installations, and their relatively high rear camera resolutions. (8MP and 13MP,
respectively.) They were intentionally chosen to be 3G only (not enabled for 4G/LTE) as this provided the
opportunity for testing of sync functionality over the lower-resource 3G networks.

Figure 6: Huawei Y6. Photo credit Mega.pk

Figure 7: Samsung Galaxy J7. Photo credit GSMArena.com

For syncing data, the remote aggregate server was set up with ODK Aggregate running on Amazon Web
Services.
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DFS Training on ODK Scan Forms and Apps
This field trial had four DFS participants from two different districts, Chakwal and Hafizabad. Training on
the use of the form and on the apps was conducted by Mercy Corps officers who had previously been
trained by the ODK Scan program lead on use of the ODK Scan system. During training, the DFSs learned
how to fill ODK Scan compatible forms (writing the number digits in the provided boxes) and how to use
the ODK apps to scan, verify, and sync the form data. For ODK Scan, the DFSs learned to use the app to
photograph the TB03 form and confirm standard form alignment for processing. After the image was
processed, the DFSs learned how to open the form record, edit fields, navigate through the record, and
then save. Training on the Core Services app enabled the DFSs to sync data stored on the phone with the
aggregate cloud server.
Three out of the four DFSs had experience with using smartphones, so technology literacy was fairly high.
If a DFS had any technical issues come up during the use of the technology, he contacted the Mercy Corps
field team for support. Persistent technical issues were brought to the attention of the Seattle-based ODK
Scan technical support team and addressed with additional software development resources.

Results
Technical Challenges
Technical challenges from the trial are listed here to give greater context to the discussion of field trial
results that follow. The ODK Scan and Mercy Corps teams expected there to be some technical challenges
since this was a field test of an alpha technology. True to form, the trial saw a number of app and device
issues that helped shape the understanding of the opportunities and limitations of this paper-to-digital
technology. There were two main issues that affected the trial; 3G connectivity and sync with the
aggregate server.
3G Connectivity
The initial plan for syncing the data was to use 3G mobile networks available in the Chakwal and
Hafizabad geographies. Connection to the aggregate server using the 3G network initially worked well,
but shortly after DFSs began syncing an increased number of records at the start of the second month,
the sync connection stopped working. DFSs were still able to navigate to pages in the Internet browser, so
it was clear there was an issue with the connection to the ODK aggregate server specifically.
The ODK software development team hypothesized that the data packages being sent over the sync were
too large and therefore caused a timeout with the server. The team created three different sync size
protocols in three different APKs to test in country. However, even the smallest size sync (sending only
one record at a time) still produced issues. Consequently, the team instructed the DFS to workaround of
syncing over WiFi. This 3G sync issue is still unresolved, but other improvements to the overall sync
process may help shed light on an appropriate fix.
Sync with Aggregate
Halfway into the trial, the ODK team discovered an app-wide issue that affected the sync function of the
workflow. This was unrelated to connectivity with the server but still prevented DFSs from successfully
syncing records. While the entirety of the ODK team worked on solving the problem, the DFSs were told
to continue scanning forms but hold off on syncing until the fix was made. Identifying the bug and
creating a viable patch took around three weeks, and so during that time the DFSs were not able to sync
records with the aggregate server. Once the fix was made, the DFSs installed the new APKs on their
phones and were able to proceed with syncing their saved records. While this issue prevented the DFS
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from uploading data for a few weeks, it didn’t have any serious effects on data availability, as the pre-ODK
Scan process relied on monthly reporting anyway.
These technical issues, even combined with one-off device problems and app crashes, did not preclude
the completion of the field test; they were important findings in the technical maturity and robustness of
the ODK Scan app workflow and will inform any future work on these applications.

Accuracy Rates & Alignment
Objective: Assess accuracy of number and bubble recognition, focusing on changes in accuracy due to
improvements in the alignment algorithms.
Lab Development: Improving Field Alignment
One of the main data analysis takeaways from ODK Scan’s previous field trial in Malawi (2015) was that
number recognition accuracy must be tested further, and that a potential avenue for improving accuracy
lay in improving the alignment of the image snippets generated for each data field. After the Malawi trial,
the ODK Scan team enhanced the alignment classifier, aiming to improve the computer vision that
rotates, crops, and ultimately sections out captured form. Poorly aligned image snippets could be difficult
to read even for a person, which makes the job of the number classifier even more challenging. 4 The
team contracted with a computer vision expert to determine a new strategy for “unwarping” the form
images and improving field alignment.
This new code incorporated a technique called “elastic matching,” which uses the relative distance
between pixel features in an image to address two-dimensional warping. 5 The original classifier algorithm
looked for key features (such as the fiducial markers in the corners of the form) and made its best guess
at the placement, orientation, zoom, etc. of the image as compared to the template. Then the classifier
would overlay an exact flat copy of the template onto the picture and identifies all the fields relative to
each other. (e.g. Field A is 5/8" to the right of Field B) This works well if the paper is flat, but if the paper is
bent the distances between fields change (field A might appear only 1/4" to the right of field B) and the
whole system quickly breaks down. The new elastic matching technique attempts to dynamically adapt to
these varying distances.
After the new alignment classifier was completed, it was tested against the existing classifier, first using
lab images then actual images imported from the field. Development of the classifier took longer than
planned, and initial lab testing of the code with 150+ number samples showed that the elastic matching
accuracy came in at 77%, with the original classifier showing 88%. These initial results, combined with
other technical issues, led the team to decide not to implement the new classifier in the updated APKs to
be used in the field.
Lab Tested Number Accuracy: Elastic Matching vs. Original Classifiers6

5

Uchida S, Sakoe H. A survey of elastic matching techniques for handwritten character recognition. The Institute of
Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers. 88(8): 171-1790. Available at http://human.ait.kyushuu.ac.jp/publications/e88-d_8_1781.pdf
6
TB03 forms were filled with sample data and captured using ODK Scan in a lab setting. These images were run
through each classifier individually and results analyzed for number accuracy.
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Field Type

Original Classifier

Elastic Matching

However, once it was
possible to obtain full
form images from the field (more complicated than downloading image snippets) the tests were run
again with additional samples, including bubbles. These accuracy rates showed an interesting result: while
there was a negligible decrease in number accuracy with elastic matching, bubble accuracy improved
nearly 10%.

Number

Field Type

88.4%

Original Classifier

77.4%

Elastic Matching

Number

75.1%

74.6%

Bubble

89.6%

99.3%

Combined

82.4%

86.9%

Select Field Data
Accuracy: Elastic Matching
vs. Original Classifiers

While the main goal of optimizing the alignment classifier was to improve recognition accuracy rates for
numbers, this increase in accuracy for bubbles shows that the elastic matching strategy may show some
promise for future work.
As an important note, the rates in the above table were calculated by exporting full-form images from
the field and running them through the two different classifiers. A limited number of full-form images
were available for this analysis, so these calculations reflect only a portion (20%) of the images scanned in
the field (around 1,900 number digits and 1,300 bubbles for each). As such, the accuracy rates for the
original classifier noted here differ than the rates recorded for the overall field data analysis, even though
both instances used the original classifier code.
Field Data: Overall Accuracy
Perhaps the main point of interest for accuracy calculations was the overall accuracy rate that the ODK
Scan app was able to achieve for all field data. These overall data accuracy rates for field data were
calculated by analysis of over 10,600 individual digits and 8,000 bubbles from a total of 122 records.
The team calculated accuracy rates of TB03 data collected using ODK Scan workflow in the field by
comparing “raw” ODK Scan values to “ground truth” values as determined by examining the data record
exports and corresponding image snippets. Because the DFS synced all these data to the aggregate
server, it was available for remote analysis. Looking at over 10,600 individual number digits and 8,000
bubbles, the recognition accuracy was calculated as follows:
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ODK Scan Recognition Accuracy by Digit7 - TB03 Form

Type of Field
Number
Bubble
Combined

All Fields
79.4%
99.2%
89.3%

Blank Fields Excluded
77.6%
97.2%
87.4%

As was expected, based on accuracy testing in the lab and in previous field trials, recognition accuracy for
bubble fields came in higher than for numbers. This is a product of the bubble classifier being generally
less complex than the number classifier, as detecting
Recognition Accuracy in Malawi Trial8
whether a bubble is filled or is not filled is more
83.3%
straightforward than determining what digit out of 10 Number
(or 11, including “null”) is present. In comparison to Bubble
95.9%
data from the 2015 trial of ODK Scan in Malawi, these Combined
89.6%
accuracy rates were lower for number fields but
higher for bubbles.9
Regarding the increase in bubble accuracy, this is most likely due to improvements in form design,
informed by findings from the previous trial that long horizontal bubble fields were much less accurate
than bubbles fields that did not span the width of the page. As such, the TB03 form design used more
compact bubble fields and saw higher recognition accuracy rates.
Number accuracy rates from different fields on the TB03 form showed patterns based on where the fields
were located. Fields close to the right-hand edge of the register book (the unbound edge) tended to have
lower accuracy rates than those closer to the center or left-hand side. This is most likely due to increased
chances for form warp or wrinkling at the unbound edge of the page. Placement information like this
could be used in the future to further optimize how the ODK Scan fields are arranged on the form for
maximal recognition accuracy.

7

Calculated by individual number digit and fill-in bubble.
Excludes blank fields
9
One potential reason for the lower number field accuracy could be a result of the Malawi process using a PVC-pipe
stand to stabilize the tablet, while the Pakistan trial opted to explore accuracy of handheld, stand-free scans.
8
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Figure 8: Heat map of number recognition accuracy by field on TB03 form

Time Comparisons
Objective: Assess quantitative impact of ODK Scan data collection process, comparing baseline metrics with
results from field trial.

An important focus of this field trial was to understand how real health system data flows through an ODK
Scan process compared to the status quo (manual) process. The motivation behind this objective was
twofold: First, previous trials of ODK Scan have been mainly user experience and accuracy focused and
did not compare time spent on ODK Scan versus status quo processes10. Second, Mercy Corps was
invested in exploring ODK Scan as a digitization technology for real implementation in their TB DOTS
work, and establishing the benefits in time, effort, and accuracy was necessary to advocate for this
system change.

10

VillageReach. ODK Scan field test: Malawi community health worker register. Final field test report. 2015.
Available at http://www.villagereach.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/ODK-Scan-Malawi-Final-Field-TestReport_4-Dec-2015.pdf
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In order to make comparisons between processes, the team identified qualitative indicators to track over
time and conducted field visits to observe practices and collect baseline data. Some of these data
measurements were:
1. Time DFS spent filling original (non Scan-compatible) TB03 form
2. Number of records sent from district to SR office
3. Time spent at SR office doing manual data entry of TB03 data
4. Transit time of records from DFS to SR via courier
Furthermore, the team interviewed to learn how much time was needed for photocopying records and
traveling to stationery and courier shops. DFSs provided their estimates on these measurements, rather
than the ODK Scan team collecting data via observation.
Three months into the field trial, team members then collected information on the same metrics, but this
time for the equivalent ODK Scan processes:
1. Time DFS spent filling original (non Scan-compatible) TB03 form
2. Number of records synced to aggregate server
3. Time DFS spent scanning and doing data validation on phone (using app workflow)
4. Time needed to sync records to aggregate server
Using these indicators, team members can determine total time needed for collection, validation, and
reporting of TB03 data within the two processes. Figure 9 shows how the manual data entry process
compares to ODK Scan, following the TB03 data from the clinic/facility level to the point of digitization.
The figure also indicates who is undertaking each action, giving insight into the allocation of data burden
for this process:
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Figure 9: Comparison of time savings between existing and ODK Scan TB03 process

With a reduction in time from three days to five hours, it’s clear that the ODK Scan process is much faster
in getting TB03 collected, digitized, and delivered to the next level. However, it’s also important to note
where the data burden lies with these digitization tasks, and perhaps most importantly, how data quality
differs between methods. In the existing manual data entry process, the data burden is shared between
DFS and the data entry worker (titled Data Management Officer in this use case), whereas in the ODK
Scan process, the entirety of the data collection, validation, and transmission is the responsibility of the
DFS.
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Time Savings vs. Accuracy
In addition to differences in time spent for both the existing and ODK Scan data collection process, there
were notable differences in data quality. In the manual data entry process, we see that the accuracy is
relatively high at 94%11, while in the ODK Scan process it averages 86%. Both these rates are determined
by field, (not by individual digit), and the ODK Scan rate was calculated from the “saved” value, which
reflects any edits or corrections that the DFS made.
In comparing data quality between the two processes, it’s reasonable to expect that the accuracy rates
would be similar, given that both sets of data were validated by a human. One explanation for the
discrepancy is that the Data Management Officer is specifically trained, experienced, and focused on
manual data entry. Their essential responsibility is to transform information in paper form into a digital
record in the spreadsheet. In the ODK Scan process, however, the accuracy rate is a combination ODK
Scan’s automatic processing and the validation work done by the DFS. Not only is the DFS taking on a new
technology that they are unaccustomed to, validating the digital data record is a new task for them and
adds to the variety of other work that they do as field-based health workers.
With additional focus on validation, it’s conceivable that data quality in the ODK Scan process could
improve while still showing the same advantages in time savings. As for data burden on the DFS, the
number of tasks asked of them increases, but DFS feedback on the process actually shows preference for
the ODK Scan system over the manual one, especially in regards to sending/syncing the data:

“Syncing [with ODK Scan] is better as all it takes to sync the data, starting from syncing
process and getting to the WiFi location and sync, is at max 1 hour. Whereas for courier I
have to go to the office of the courier service, dispatch the records, pay the money for
courier and then it takes 1 to 2 days to reach the office. Sometimes courier gets delayed
and we have to bear the consequences.”
This was a common sentiment among the DFS, and more of their insight is explored in the User
Experience section.
A few other metrics might provide insight into the potential efficiency gains from the ODK Scan process
but were not part of this field trial.. One of these is how much additional time is saved if DFS are able to
sync data over 3G network, rather than travel to a shop or office with WiFi. The original study was
designed to have the DFSs sync data via 3G, but a technological bug early in the trial prevented further
syncing over the mobile network. If DFSs had been able to sync without needing WiFi, that would be
another potential advantage to the ODK Scan system. In the manual entry process, in addition to traveling
to the courier office, DFSs needed to travel with their large register books to the stationery store to make
photocopies. Time spent en route for copies was roughly equal to amount of time the DFS spent traveling
to locations with WiFi (up to 60 minutes by motorbike for each), so these measurements were not
included. However, if DFSs were able to sync using 3G, the time and effort saved compared to the existing
manual process would be even more pronounced.

11

This rate was calculated by comparing images of the original forms to the Excel spreadsheets they were translated into. The
most common cause of incorrect answers was fields that were filled on the form image but blank in the Excel. These were
counted as incorrect. Interestingly, some fields were transposed on the form (e.g. CNIC number switched with mobile number)
but the data entry workers were able to detect and correct that during manual data entry. Those were not counted as incorrect.
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User Experience
Objective: Capture broader scope of user experiences, identifying app user interface and workflow
improvements for enhancing the paper-to-digital process.
In this trial, the DFS took on several different roles for moving TB03 data through the ODK Scan process
and into the digitized record. Each DFS was both a form user and a device user, and the workflow on the
device incorporated the use of four integrated ODK apps to process the data. Furthermore, the DFS
showed great patience in regards to the technical issues that arose with the alpha technologies and
provided insights on how the ODK Scan workflow impacted their data collection and reporting processes.

Form Usability
The first user role of the DFS in the ODK Scan process was that of filler of the TB03 consolidated register
form. Recalling the process explained earlier, a DFS would arrive at a general practitioner facility and
locate the clinic’s TB03 form. The DFS would ensure that the correct data was on the clinic’s form and
then copy the information onto their own consolidated ODK Scan-compatible TB03 register. ODK Scancompatible forms differ from regular forms in their specific formats for number and bubble fields, space
constraints on the page, and the use of anchor images in the corners of the form. To gain a better
understanding of the reactions and pain points associated with using these redesigned paper forms, the
four DFS were engaged through Likert-style survey questions and one on one interviews 12.
DFS Feedback on Redesigned TB03 Form

Figure 10: DFS responses to questions on form use—each dot represents one DFS.

12

See Appendix for full survey and interview questions.
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In the Malawi field trial, the ODK Scan team received overwhelming feedback that number fields were
challenging to fill in, and the team expected similar user response in Pakistan. Surprisingly, the DFS survey
responses do not indicate that they experienced significant difficulty in using the guide dots and digit
boxes to complete the number fields. That said, in interviews respondents did talk about some of the
challenges using the number boxes in ODK-compatible forms:

“[I don’t like] filling the dots on the form as they are time consuming. Also, filling the dots
embarrasses me whenever I do that in presence of others. It seems like I am a kid and
practicing handwriting.”
It was also noted that when compared to the old forms, the ODK Scan forms were perceived to take equal
or more time to fill out, meaning that they may have added to the data burden on the DFSs, rather than
reducing it. The DFSs did note that the forms and number fields became easier to fill over time, increasing
both speed of writing and accuracy of number recognition by Scan.

“When I started filling the form, I used to make many mistakes while filling the number
boxes and the mistakes were also reflected in the Scan. Now with practice, filling the
number boxes has got easier.”

“The new form is good and better in ways from old form as it has spacious columns which
enhance the readability. It covers all fields. The only problem is filling the dots which are
time consuming.”
Users did identify other benefits to the format of the new form that were of value to the DFS. Previously,
patient information was in a register format with multiple patients listed per page. In addition, the rows
of patient information rows spanned two pages longitudinally in the large TB03 register books. According
to the DFSs, this original format made it challenging to update previously recorded patients. Conversely,
the redesigned register with all the information on one patient-specific page made it easier for the DFS to
find and update records.
Users also noted that the redesigned form improved legibility of recorded information. The previous form
had several fields per patient where multiple data points needed to be recorded. (Date and result of
treatment both recorded in a the same small box, for instance.) This caused problems with legibility at
the SR (sub-recipient) level at the point of manual digitization. Although the ODK Scan form data was not
reviewed at the SR level for this trial, one DFS noted that the clearer, distinct fields could reduce the time
spent on the phone with data entry workers confirming field entries.

“This experience was very good. This is excellent. Especially dots and bubbles have
eliminated any chance of the SR contacting us for clarification or to address any readability
issue.”
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Additional testing of how ODK Scan TB03 data flows through the higher levels of the M&E data review
process would need to be conducted to determine if this is true.

ODK Scan Experience
Response to the ODK Scan app experience can be broken down into four different general steps the DFSs
engaged in to move the TB03 data through the workflow. These are: 1. Scanning a form; 2. Validating the
data; 3. Syncing to aggregate; and later, once the report tool was introduced, 4. Conducting patient
follow up.
Scanning a Form
The app primarily involved in this step is ODK Scan. The DFS would open the ODK Scan app, select “Scan
New Form”, align the form within the camera screen, and snap the photo.
“This process is simple, first I open scan app, touch scan new form option, and after focusing form I
take picture of it.”

The app then processes the image in the background and once the form is successfully processed a
notification appears in the top toolbar. Images that are too tilted or with strange lighting would not be
accepted by the ODK Scan classifiers.
“A good picture is one which is not blurred, and
properly focuses the form and covers all the edges
of forms. No corner should be cut.”

DFSs reported that the process was very simple to learn
but that early in the trial it could take two to three
capture attempts to achieve an image that would process
successfully. This was reported to improve over time and
with practice. Interestingly, DFSs also noted that the
location where they most commonly scanned the forms
was at their own homes.
“Because this is a delicate task and to make its
editing error-free, I conduct this exercise at home.”

Figure 11: DFS aligns form inside camera view in
ODK Scan

The DFSs preferred scanning the forms in a low-stress
environment where they could take their time to scan and
process the data. Two DFSs mentioned they would also
sometimes scan the forms at the facility if they needed to
get the data processed quickly. Another advantage to
taking photos at home is a greater ability to control
lighting around the photo and optimize clarity. Once the
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form is successfully processed, the DFS moves on to the next step.
Validating the Data
Once the form had been processed with ODK Scan, the DFS automatically pushed the data into the ODK
Survey app by using the “Transcribe” button in Scan. The DFS could then navigate between fields and
make any necessary edits to the processed data. This was the step where the DFS were able to verify that
a field had been processed accurately and make adjustments as needed.

“I performed validation by pressing next option to move from one field to another. I checked all
data points of one form and verify each field to confirm that data written on form is properly
scanned and all mistakes are rectified. The information is easily viewable.”

Because the accuracy rate was close to 80%, many of the fields did require edits. This validation step
occasionally ended up being a time-intensive process for the DFS.
“After scanning if app does not read data well, editing of records takes more time, nearly 3 to 4
minutes. This I didn’t like.”

Since the responsibility for digital data validation was an entirely new one for the DFSs, the ODK Scan
team was concerned that any time spent would be perceived as detracting from the time DFSs were able
to spend on other tasks. However, the DFSs did not react negatively to this part of the process, even
when it did take up to three minutes per record to
validate. This is promising for any future work that
requires the DFS to review the digital data before it is
synced to the server as it provides evidence that the
DFSs are open to taking on the role of data validation.
Syncing to Aggregate
The TB03 data was sent to the server using the ODK
Core Services application. This app has a simple
interface where the address and name of the server
were pre-populated with the correct instance and the
DFS only had to press is the “Sync Now” button. The
first time the data was synced it took longer (5-10
minutes) than subsequent syncs, (1-2 minutes) since
the all the files on the device and on the server had to
Figure 12: DFS validates processed data
be uploaded and downloaded. After that it the sync
went more quickly since records only needed to be updated. The size of each patient record was 300-400
KB. This includes all the image snippets form that form.
“One editing is finalized, then we connect device to Internet – mostly to WiFi – and open app for
syncing. First I verify my email address then syncing is confirmed. Mostly I used to sync the data
from DTC office, and if I am far away then I go to local Internet café to sync data. To ensure my
connectivity with Internet I check and confirm WiFi icon on top of the screen.”
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The most significant feedback from the DFSs on this part of the process was not actually about the app
itself, but rather about the logistics of syncing the data. As discussed earlier, in the pre-ODK Scan process
the DFS was required to bring their register books to a store for photocopying and then bring the copies
to the courier service for transport. The DFS noted overwhelmingly that they prefer the sync over WiFi to
the previous courier process.
“Using sync feature is easier because I do editing mostly at home then I reach an area of
connectivity and sync forms. While, for sending paper forms via courier, first I have to carry big
sized TB03 register to photocopier to make the copies of TB03, then I have to visit courier office to
send the parcel. It will not reach the same day, at least it takes one day and then I have to call SR
office to confirm if they have received the parcel/documents.”

That said, every DFS also expressed a preference of
having the option to sync via 3G network rather than
via WiFi. Since the 3G mobile network is widely
available in these two districts, syncing over 3G would
mean that the DFS would not have to travel to a
specific internet café or office to send the data. This
sentiment was one of the most consistent pieces of
feedback across all DFS responses and warrants
additional investigation to determine how this sync
improvement can be made.
“It would be very great and easy for us if ODK can
sync forms via 3G Internet connectivity. As it is, I
scan and edit the forms at home and for syncing
forms I have to travel to place where I can have
access to WiFi which takes too much time.”

Figure 13: DFS scans form using ODK Scan app

Customized Follow Up Reports
The use of the integrated ODK apps allowed for testing of another important functionality of the
system—customized reports. HTML reports are generated within the ODK Tables app from ODK Scanprocessed data stored locally on the device. The ODK Scan team worked with the Mercy Corps Pakistan
officers and local DFSs to identify and design useful monthly reports. In addition to collecting TB03 and
other DOTS data, the DFSs have the responsibility of following up with TB patients due for treatment. In
the existing process, searching through the large registers to identify patients was done strictly manually.
Customized reporting with ODK Tables provided the opportunity to automate this task, providing DFSs
with a list of patients to be called, their treatment information, and their mobile numbers.
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“My existing practice is to review TB03 in the beginning of month to identify patients with follow up
appointments. This task takes lot of time and mental energies as it is difficult to develop such list.
With that view point, if I see this application, this is an excellent idea that I open app and all follow
up visits will be appeared.”
After determining requirements and mockups for this report, the ODK Scan team worked with software
developers to create HTML code for these device-based reports. As with the processing in Scan, these
reports are usable in offline mode and do not require the user to be in an area of connectivity.
Screenshots of the report in use show how the DFS uses this patient follow up tool:

Figure 14: Screenshots of custom Follow Up Visit Report.

Once the DFS selects a district, the report pulls information from the ODK Scan-processed data on the
phone and runs it through calculations to determine which patients have upcoming treatment dates and
how many days remain before appointments. The number of days until due shows up in black, but if a
patient is overdue for a visit, the number shows up as a negative number in red. For more details on the
patient history, the DFS taps the name snippet in to the report, thus accessing that patient’s treatment
information. From here the DFS can navigate to the original record to edit any fields or view additional
form data.

This is the best feature of this application, as now we know in advance when we have to
call the patient for follow-up.
“Previously my practice was to visit all the GPs to enlist patients who have follow up visit
due or overdue. Now with this report I don’t have to visit the GPs to know patient’s follow
up visit date.”
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“I would say that, follow up visit report has revolutionized our work. Now, we will never
miss out any patient and upon click we view all needed information required for follow up.”

The Follow-Up Visit Reports were made available to the DFSs during the third month of the field test.
Syncing with the aggregate server pushed the reports to the phones and allowed the DFSs to generate
follow-up lists on each of their devices. Although the DFSs were only able to use the reports for a few
weeks, the feedback on the tool’s utility was tremendously positive.
When asked to comment, each DFS responded that the follow-up report improved the process for
following up with patients and made it easier to track treatment. Two DFSs explained in detail how the
reports impacted their work:
“I think, there are many benefits using this feature of app. There are fewer chances that any follow
up appointment of patient is missed. Before we had to check follow up appointments from TB03
register frequently but now we get to know the same information in less time.
Till now I have used this feature for 20 to 25 times. This app helped me to know about follow-up
patients, specifically how many days are left for their follow-up appointment and also told me
about relapsed patients, whose follow-up visit date is overdue. In addition, this also helps me to
know about treatment outcome through sputum smear microscopy results. For example, smear
microscopy result at the end of treatment helps me to decide what treatment outcome to be
declared i.e., treatment completed or cured.
I have called 4 to 5 patients till now, because sometime it happens that GP refers patient lab but
patient didn’t reach lab, so I called patients and asked them to visit lab for follow up sputum smear
microscopy. There are certain cases where patient is receiving medicine from doctor regularly but
he is skipping follow up sputum smear examination. This app use is beneficial in contacting them,
otherwise it is difficult to find patients from register to have their contact numbers and address.”

“I have been using the report for 20 days now. With the help of follow up report I have been able to
trace 8 patients whose sputum was not done. Previously my practice was to visit all the GPs and see
how many patients have follow up dates due or overdue of particular GP. Now with report I don’t
have to visit the GPs to track patient’s follow up visits. I have called 8 patients on the basis of the
information provided by follow up report.
One can analyze from the calculations of the report that particular patient is going in default. So, we
can call that patient and try to resume his/her treatment. It also helps in making the report of TB
08. There are no challenges so far. It benefits in many ways as I have mentioned in my previous
answers. It’s a great way to keep in touch with patients and observe their treatment.”
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Potential Improvements
It’s clear from this feedback that the DFSs feel the customized reports improve their patient follow-up
process. In fact, they note that the reporting tool is the biggest value add of any functionality introduced
in the ODK Scan field trial. The DFSs proposed additional features to improve report usability and
flexibility. For instance, one DFS suggested a “bookmarking” feature where a patient who was not
available at the first call could be tagged for follow up at a later time.
Another popular suggestion by both DFS and Mercy Corps Pakistan team members was the development
of a patient lookup feature. In this scenario a DFS would see on the facility’s TB03 register that there was
new data to be recorded for an existing patient, then use a search feature to quickly pull up the specific
record by the patient’s unique PIN or CNIC number. The DFS could then enter the updated information
directly into the record without needing to either re-scan and re-validate the form or without browsing
through the entire list of records on the device.
This functionality, of course, begins to move away from the use of the scanning system to extract data
and head distinctly in the “direct-to-digital” direction. It also means that if the record is updated without a
new scan the image snippet for that updated field would not show a corresponding handwritten value—
for fields that were filled after the original scan the snippet would simply be blank. While this means that
an M&E officer up the line would not be able to cross-check the digital value against the image snippet in
the exported data, it could provide increased accuracy for the value earlier on in the process. If the DFS is
responsible for inputting the information directly to digital format, they are able to check the digital value
against the hardcopy value at the moment of input. This would presumably reduce the necessity of a data
reviewer up the line to call down and cross check data.
The last main suggestion for improvement is already on the roadmap for development by the ODK Scan
team. Currently, syncing through aggregate happens in an “all or nothing” style. It’s not possible to
specify that the device should only upload files, rather than fully sync (upload and download) all files from
server and device. The ODK team is developing a permissions structure to enable admins to regulate what
data is synced to what devices and who is able to make edits to records on the server. This is high priority
for ODK feature development and will be experimenting with an early version later this year.

Conclusion
Based on previous field trial work, the ODK Scan team already had an understanding of what ODK Scan
technology could do with optical recognition, how users interacted with the forms, and how data could
be sent between data collection and review levels, yet the essential question that drives thoughtful
development remained: “What’s the impact?”
This trial sought to answer that question by comparing the efficiency and accuracy of the ODK Scan
paper-to-digital system to the pervasive, familiar manual-entry system. The test results showed that
although the amount of time needed to get data from the last mile to the point of digitization decreased
with ODK Scan, and that health workers preferred the use of the syncing functionalities to make data
entry and transit more efficient, the data quality decreased with ODK Scan, raising an important question:
if the technology makes it easier for workers to collect, digitize, and send data but the data doesn’t meet
the quality standards for data-driven decision-making, is there a way forward? Certainly people can be
trained to spend more time and care on validation, but then a concern of increasing the data burden of
the health worker arises.
One way to mitigate this potential data burden on the part of the DFSs is to offer another tool that helps
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make another process more efficient. Creating the custom report for the patient follow-up added value
for the DFSs, and in turn improved programmatic goals focused on ensuring follow-up with DOTS
patients. It’s reasonable to think that the availability and utility of this report helped smooth out any
technical frustrations with the ODK Scan process. The report ended up being so helpful that it made it
worthwhile for the DFS to endure filling number boxes, doing lengthy validation and editing, and dealing
with inconsistent sync opportunities.
Another aspect of the workflow that was particularly important to the Mercy Corps program team was
the ability of the DFS to validate the data at the point of digitization. Provided that accuracy rates for the
data increase, this process flow has the potential to get reliable data from the last mile directly digitized
and into the hands of decision-makers. If that is a main focus of the team, however, it raises the question
of whether a direct-to-digital data entry approach is best. Entering data directly on the phone would help
eliminate some of the redundancies of filling the same information multiple times on two forms and one
app, but DFSs would still need to track down the information from the GP and record it by hand in the
facility register. Direct-to-digital is certainly an avenue the DOTS program should explore, particularly as
each DFS has his/her own device for data entry. With direct-to-digital, DFS would spend less time on data
validation, since the unreliable accuracy of Scan’s automatic digitization frequently necessitated manually
validation and editing of processed fields. Much of the rest of the process with direct-to-digital would
remain the same, including the highly-valued use of the patient follow up report tool.
From a technical side, this field trial provided development items for a future roadmap, both in terms of
functionality and usability. Elastic matching proved an interesting strategy for improving fill-in bubble
recognition, but it remains to be seen if any more gains can be made with numbers. For syncing data, the
need for a sync over 3G option proved highly desirable, promising to both increase usability of the app
workflow and also decrease the amount of time the DFS spends managing data transmission. Improving
how data syncs over the mobile network is a high priority item for any future development, particularly as
low-resource areas at the last mile are not able to rely on availability of WiFi areas for sending data.
Overall, this field trial was able to demonstrate the strengths of the ODK Scan app workflow and how it
can be used to improve health systems data reporting. Users were clear on their tasks, the process allows
for a great amount of flexibility, and the syncing of data improves the status quo even when WiFi is
required. The customized tables reports provide a major incentive for users to take on new technologies,
and the program officers can put reporting power in the hands of the health workers. Although the path
forward for the ODK Scan application is not clear, these technological offerings represent an important
step towards bridging the paper-to-digital divide by making data more accessible, reliable, and usable at
the last mile.

Considering Future Solutions
Results from this field trial, combined with findings from the larger ODK Scan grant scope of work, have
pointed towards several avenues for continued paper-to-digital solution development. While direct-todigital may be the most appropriate strategy for Mercy Corps’ additional TB03 register work, there are
still many use cases where device-reliant solutions are not feasible. As the ODK Scan team found in
previous global use case analysis, technology solutions that combine paper and digital systems are still
needed for collecting and reporting improved health data. The ideal technology solution is one that
places a low data burden on health workers, digitizes data with high levels of accuracy, enables flexible
syncing of data across available networks, allows data feedback to data collectors, and minimizes or
eliminates redesign of existing forms.
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Over the past three years, the availability of commercial technologies to fit these needs has increased
alongside development of open source options. For example, the Captricity digitization system offers a
robust, scalable solution with a number of these aforementioned features, although they still lack
optimization for low resource contexts. For future paper-to-digital work, the VillageReach team will focus
on leveraging important learnings from ODK Scan activities with the opportunities of commercial
products to create a scalable paper-to-digital solution optimized for the last mile.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Original TB03 form
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Appendix B: ODK Scan-compatible TB03 Register form

Appendix C: ODK Scan Accuracy Rates Summary Results
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

Field trial quick stats
a. # Records, fields, digits, bubbles
b. # Records per DFS
c. File size; snippet and form
Accuracy rates
a. By field
b. By digit/bubble
Alignment
DFS validation rate, accuracy
Manual data entry accuracy
Old APK classifier vs. elastic matching
a. Accuracy with field photos
b. With intentional warp and misalignment
Numbers most commonly misrecognized

1. Overall Field Stats
Total
122
3,776
1,471
10,628
4,692
8,081
2,402

Records
Fields
Fields, excluding blanks
Digits
Digits, excluding blanks
Bubbles
Bubbles, excluding blanks

Per Form
30
105
68

Number of Records per DFS
DFS
jaamir@pk.mercycorps.org
odkscanuser101@gmail.com
odkscanuser102@gmail.com
odkscanuser103@gmail.com
odkscanuser104@gmail.com

Records Synced
1
36
11
44
30

File size
Image snippet size: 2-30 KB per snippet, depending on size
Full Record size: 300-400 KB per record (includes all image snippets and .json)

2. Accuracy Rates
Accuracy: Analyzing by fields as a whole

With Blanks

All
0.782044492

Just Digit Fields
0.591334895

Just Bubble Fields
0.939555126

Page xxxiii
Blanks Excluded

0.694085656

0.543568465

0.839572193

Accuracy: Analyzing per digit or per bubble
Misalignment

All Types

None

Small

Medium

Large

Digits
Bubbles
Digits

0.7935
0.9917

0.9059
0.9996

0.8814
0.9977

0.6790
0.9977

0.2644
0.9089

0.7762
0.9721
0.8071
1.0000

0.8687
1.0030
0.9606
1.0000

0.8473
0.9913
0.9208
1.0000

0.7635
0.9369
0.6445
1.0000

0.3059
0.7378
0.2052
1.0000

0.7957
0.9947

0.9054
0.9994

0.8984
0.9975

0.6825
0.9935

0.2649
0.9444

0.7870
0.9811
0.7870
0.9811

0.9103
0.9980
0.9103
0.9980

0.8501
0.9905
0.8501
0.9905

0.7546
0.9714
0.7546
0.9714

0.3420
0.7833
0.3420
0.7833

0.7835
0.9902

0.9351
1.0000

0.8653
0.9974

0.7241
0.9805

0.2623
0.8805

0.7595
0.9685
0.8042
1.0000

0.8933
1.0000
0.9685
1.0000

0.8243
0.9905
0.6357
1.0000

0.7615
0.9400
0.5339
1.0000

0.3238
0.7564
0.1538
1.0000

0.8112
0.9867

0.9641
0.9986

0.9317
1.0000

0.6692
0.9375

0.2163
0.8608

0.9307
0.9109
0.8042
1.0000

0.9234
0.9492
0.9685
1.0000

0.9071
1.0000
0.6357
1.0000

0.8116
0.8611
0.5339
1.0000

0.2063
0.5769
0.1538
1.0000

ALL
MONTHS
All data
Blanks
Excluded
Just Blanks
MONTH ONE
All data
Blanks
Excluded
Just Blanks
MONTH
TWO
All data
Blanks
Excluded
Just Blanks
MONTH
THREE
All data
Blanks
Excluded
Just Blanks

Bubbles
Digits
Bubbles
Digits
Bubbles
Digits
Bubbles
Digits
Bubbles

Digits
Bubbles
Digits
Bubbles
Digits
Bubbles

Digits
Bubbles
Digits
Bubbles
Digits
Bubbles

Page xxxiv

3. Scan Alignments
Proportion of digits or bubbles in each misalignment
All Months

All data

Digits
Bubbles
Digits

Blanks
Excluded
Just Blanks

Bubbles
Digits
Bubbles

None
0.2151
0.2882

Small
0.4619
0.4798

Medium
0.1574
0.0861

Large
0.1043
0.0584

0.2434
0.4117
0.2948
0.3587

0.4744
0.4301
0.4466
0.5008

0.1658
0.0858
0.1417
0.0863

0.1115
0.0683
0.0969
0.0542

4. DFS Validation Rate, Accuracy
A. Accuracy. By Field, excludes blanks

All
Digit Fields
Bubble Fields

% Validations Accurate
0.858518519
0.825291181
0.88518024

% Incorrect Scans that are Edited
0.778156997
0.840611354
0.5546875

% Validations Accurate
89.3%
83.62%
93.64%

% Incorrect Scans that are Edited
67.14%
74.49%
36.94%

Accuracy. By Field, includes blanks

All
Digit Fields
Bubble Fields
Total number of fields: 3,720
Notes:

Higher rates of editing for fields earlier in the form.

B. Accuracy of records with/with no DFS editing. Calculated by field.
Scan Accuracy
No DFS editing for entire record (5 records)
All
0.506024096
Digits
0.342105263
Bubbles
0.644444444
DFS Edited at least one fields (117 records)
All
0.598566308
Digits
0.367883212
Bubbles
0.821126761

Correct Scans

Total Possible

42
13
29

83
38
45

835
252
583

1395
685
710
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5. Manual Data Entry
Blanks excluded
Accuracy by Field: 93.59%
Digit fields: 93.8%
Bubble fields: 93.25%
Total number of fields: 562
Accuracy by Digit, bubble 95.96%
Digits 95.50%
Bubbles 93.25%
Total digits: 1,849
Total bubbles: 249
Notes:
Benefit of human data entry: one sheet of paper data had CNIC and phone numbers written in the other’s
section, and the data entry workers were able to identify that the form had been filled out incorrectly and
correctly enter the data in the appropriate column in Excel.

6. Scan vs Elastic Alignment Classifiers

Blanks Included. 22 records used in the field trial

Old APK
Elastic APK

Digits
Bubbles
Digits
Bubbles

Correct
1427
997
1450
1479

Total
1900
1113
1943
1490

Accuracy
0.751052632
0.895777179
0.746268657
0.99261745
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7. Numbers most commonly misrecognized
Analysis done with 10 mock scans uploaded in February; approximately 1,105 digits.

Digit

Frequency of Error in
Interpretation

Percentage of All
Misrecognized Digits

Most often Misrecognized As

Null

9.1%

40.4%

1

0

13.5%

13.8%

8

1

22.1%

15.6%

3

2

5.36%

2.8%

8

3

7.89%

2.8%

8

4
5

0%
30.00%

0%
5.5%

6, 8

6

16.98%

8.3%

8

7

11.11%

0.9%

9

8

16.67%

1.8%

0, 4

9

100.00%

8.3%

8

68.2% (of all
incorrect nulls)
46.7% (of all
incorrect 0s)
41.2% (of all
incorrect 1s)
100% (of all
incorrect 2s)
66.7% (of all
incorrect 3s)
50% (of all
incorrect 5s)
77.8% (of all
incorrect 6s)
100% (of all
incorrect 7s)
50% (of all
incorrect 8s)
77.4% (of all
incorrect 9s)

Notes:
Most digits are misrecognized for 8
All 9s in this sample were misrecognized
5s and 1s also have high frequencies of misrecognition, at 30% and 22%, respectively
Of incorrect digits:
40% of all incorrect digits are nulls
o 27.5% of all incorrect digits are nulls being misrecognized as 1.
The next highest rates of misrecognition were
o 0 for 8 (6.4% of all incorrect digits)
o 1 for 7 (6.4% of all incorrect digits)
o 9 for 8 (6.4% of all incorrect digits)
o 6 for 8 (6.4% of all incorrect digits)
o 1 for 4 (5.5% of all incorrect digits)
Nulls and 1s represent 56% of all misrecognized digits
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Appendix D: Survey and interview questions
DFS Survey for Feedback on new TB03 registers

1. How has your overall experience been with the new TB03 register?
☐

Very good

☐

☐

Somewhat goodNeutral

☐

Not very good

☐

Not at all good (bad)

2. In your opinion, how easy was it to learn how to fill out the new TB03 register?
☐

Very easy

☐

Somewhat easy

☐

Neutral

☐

Not very easy

☐

Not at all easy (difficult)

3. In your opinion, how easy is it to find the fields you need on the register page? (Is the layout easy to
navigate?)
☐

Very easy

☐

Somewhat easy

☐

Neutral

☐

Not very easy

☐

Not at all easy (difficult)

4. In your opinion, how easy is it to write the numbers using the guide dots in the number boxes?
☐

Very easy

☐

Somewhat easy

☐

Neutral

☐

Not very easy

☐

Not at all easy (difficult)

Was there anything especially challenging about writing the numbers?

___________________________________________________________________________________________

5. In your opinion, how easy is it to fill the bubbles for the bubble fields?
☐

Very easy

☐

Somewhat easy

☐

Neutral

☐

Not very easy

☐

Not at all easy (difficult)

6. In your opinion, does the new register take more time, less time, or equal time to fill out compared to
the old register?
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☐

More time

☐

Less time

☐

Equal time

7. Is there anything you don’t like about the new register? If so, what?

8. Is there anything you do like about the new register? If so, what?

9. What improvements would you suggest to make the register easier to use?
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DFS Survey on ODK Scan App Usability

1. How has your overall experience been with the ODK Scan app?
☐

☐

Very good

☐

Somewhat goodNeutral

☐

Not very good

☐

Not at all good (bad)

Did you install any APKs on your own without any assistance?
____________________________________________________________

If yes, How easy was it to install the APK without assistance?
☐

Very easy

☐

Somewhat easy

☐

Neutral

☐

Not very easy

☐

Not at all easy (difficult)

2. How easy was it for you to learn how to use the app?
☐

Very easy

☐

Somewhat easy

☐

Neutral

☐

Not very easy

☐

Not at all easy (difficult)

3. What was the most challenging part of learning to use the app?
____________________________________________________________________________________

4. In your opinion, how easy is it to take a photo with the app?
☐

Very easy

☐

Somewhat easy

☐

Neutral

☐

Not very easy

☐

Not at all easy (difficult)

5. In your opinion, how easy is it to focus the camera image so that the photo isn’t blurry?
☐

Very easy

☐

Somewhat easy

☐

Neutral

☐

Not very easy

6. In your opinion, how easy is it to make edits to the data once it is captured?

☐

Not at all easy (difficult)
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☐

☐

Very easy

☐

Somewhat easy

☐

Neutral

Not very easy

☐

Not at all easy (difficult)

On average, how long do you estimate it takes you to finish validating/editing the fields for a TB03 form
using the app?
☐

☐

☐

Less than a min

up to 2 min

up to 3 min

☐

up to 5 min

☐

more than 5 min

8. In your opinion, how easy is it to sync the data?
☐

☐

Very easy

☐

Somewhat easy

Neutral

☐

Not very easy

☐

Not at all easy (difficult)

Describe the process you went through to sync the data, starting from when you are at home with the records
saved on your phone.
(Did they have to travel somewhere else to access WiFi? How long did it take to travel there?

9. What was the most challenging part of syncing the data?

_______________________________________________________________________________________

10. In your opinion, does the current process of collecting and validating TB03 data using the new
registers and app take more time, less time, or equal time compared to the old process?
☐

More time

☐

Less time

☐

Equal time

In your opinion, does the current processes of syncing the data take more time for you, less time for you,
or equal time compared to the old process of delivering the TB03 forms to the courier for transport?

11. What was the most challenging part of using the app once you had learned how to use it?
____________________________________________________________________________________

12. Is there anything you don’t like about using the app?
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13. Is there anything you do like about using the app?

14. What improvements would you suggest to make the app easier to use?

If you had an app on the phone that allowed you to look up patient TB03 records by PIN, do you think
that would have a positive, negative, or no effect on your ability to collect and record TB03 data?
(Explain)

One-on-one Interviews with DFS (to be conducted via phone or in person)

A. Filling out the TB03 Form
1) Describe the old process of how you would collect the TB03 form data. How long did this data
collection process typically take?
2) Were there ever times when you arrived to collect TB03 forms and find that the form is not filled out?
What did you do in that situation?
3) After the forms have been sent to the office, are you ever called to confirm any data on the forms?
How often does this happen? What do you do if this happens?
4) Describe your experience using the new TB03 form.
5) Since you first started using the new TB03 form, did filling in the numbers using the number boxes get
easier, harder, or did it stay the same?
6) Is there any additional feedback you would like to share about your experience completing the new
TB03 form?

B. Using the ODK Scan app
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1) Do you own, or have access to, a smartphone for your personal use? How comfortable/ familiar are
you with using smartphones?
2) Describe the process of using the ODK Scan app. (The process of opening the app, turning to the
correct page, taking the photo, etc.)

3) Where did you conduct the scanning of the forms? (Was it all at the facility where you recorded the
TB03 information, was it back at home, perhaps elsewhere.)
4) How would you describe a good quality photo?
5) Typically, how many photos of a form do you take before you achieve an acceptable photo? Did
taking an acceptable photo become easier with practice, or did it stay the same?
6) Describe what you do after you scan a form. (Buttons to push, processes to complete, or maybe they
took a photo of the next form.)
7) What process do you use to scan the forms? Do you take a photo and edit the data and then take a
photo of the next form? Or did you scan all your forms, save them, and transcribe all at once later?
What did you find worked best with your schedule and work style?
8) How long would you estimate it takes to scan a form and edit the data?
9) Describe your experience transcribing and verifying scans. (How did you move from field to field?
How do you find the field you are looking for? Was the information easy to view?)
10) Where were you located when you did the validation of scanned records on the phone? (At facility, at
home, at WiFi café, etc)

11) Did verifying the field data become easier with more practice? Did verifying the field data become
faster with more practice? (Or did everything stay the same?)
12) When you were transcribing, what would you do when you found errors that needed editing?
13) Describe what you would do once you finished verifying the data on all of the forms.
14) Did you have to travel to access WiFi? How long did it take you to travel there?
15) Do you prefer sending the paper forms via courier or using the app? Why?
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16) In what ways has using ODK Scan affected your job? (Has it changed the way you interact with
doctors, staff, or patients? Do you feel more, less, or equally confident about the data you collect and
send using the app?)
17) What would you recommend to improve the app? Are there any features you would add?
18) Is there any additional feedback you would like to share about using the app?
C. Feedback on using the Visit Follow Up Report

1) About how many times have you used the Visit Follow Up Report?
2) If you used the report, what did you use it for? (Note: We would expect that DFSs use it to look up
patients that have upcoming or lapsed treatment dates, but it’s possible that people are using it
differently than we expect.) Does having the report make it easier to follow up with patients?
3) Does having the report make it easier to follow up with patients?

4) How many times have you called a patient for follow up based on the information you’ve seen in the
report? How confident are you that the information shown in the Follow Up Report is correct?
5) Do you perceive any benefits of using the Visit Follow Up Report? What are they?
6) Does the using the follow up report tool have any affect on your job? Please describe any benefits or
challenges.
7) What changes would you make to improve the follow up report?
8) Is there any additional feedback you would like to share about using the report?

9) Is there any additional feedback you would like to share about the technical support provided to you
by the MC team?

